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Abstract:  In order to promote the identification of civil conflict portraits, we developed Photo 

Sleuth, a web-based tool that brings together crowded personal knowledge and digital face 

recognition and performs an assessment of the photo sleuth, reveals that it effectively assisted 

consumers in the identification and sustainable modeling of unidentified images. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper introduces a Photo Sleuth1, a web-based tool that incorporates multifunctional natural 

knowledge and automatic recognition for the detection of historical portraits.  It implements a 

novel pipeline to recognize[1]–[5] appropriate sensory indications in an unexposed pipeline. The 

scheme then indicates filters depending[6]–[8] on these labels to limit the query outcomes of 

pictures. In order to identify the possible outcomes, the customer can closely check the restricted 

outcomes, arranged with an instant facial recognition[9]–[13]. 

PROPOSED WORK 

This proposed site enables people to upload pictures, mark them with graphic indications, and 

link them to civil war troops ' accounts with comprehensive army activity documents. A stick in 

the haystack can be seen as this individual identifying issue. The proposed new tube pipeline has 

three parts: (a) the haystack is built[14]–[20], (b), the haystack is narrowed, and (c) the needle is 

found in the haystack as shown in figure 1. To operate the proposed system the user must upload 

the portrait of civil war time zone which is automatically stored in the database for future 

training and reference, then face detection process is conducted after the face is detected the user 
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add some tags like uniform and time zone clues, these tags are utilized as metadata for the 

proposed system, the uploaded photo is sent to search filter for verifying and matching the photo 

with the predefined data and results are sorted in sequential manner by similarity  of face 

recognized by the uploaded photo. Those results are shown to the user so that the user may select 

the appropriate match. 

 

Figure 1 Work Flow of Suggested System 

RESULTS 

 

After the launch of this proposed site around 600 users registered on the free account and 

uploaded over more than 2000 images with an average of 30 images per day. After this it was 

noticed that some images uploaded by user have their known identities and some of the photos 

were already post defined in the system. A basic fact of whether the picture of Soldier X was 

recognized as Soldier X or some other Soldier Y. In order to assess in detail user recognition, the 

specialist was using the same four semi-categories. 

CONCLUSION 
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This paper has presented a new pathway of recognition that incorporates crowd-based visual 

knowledge and automatic recognition of image and contextual in order to assist consumers to 

recognize unidentified images of Civil War soldiers. An internet portal, Photo Sleuth, at the 

bottom of this pipeline is presented in this paper, that pipeline Photo Sleuth was also 

demonstrated which allows tens of unheard photographs to be identified and encourages a 

durable model for long-term voluntary work. 
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